DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION
COMMITTED TO ALL
At Breckenridge Insurance Group, we appreciate the differences and perspectives
of a diverse team. As part of our culture, we embrace inclusivity and opportunity
for all who join us. Breckenridge was founded by a trailblazing female insurance
executive and entrepreneur, CEO Tracey Carragher. She has clearly set forth a
clear vision for the organization by creating a dynamic workplace that welcomes
all. Tracey was recently named the Association of Professional Insurance Woman
of the Year as well as one of Insurance Business America Elite Women in
Insurance for her accomplishments as a champion of diversity and as an
accomplished industry executive.

Inspiring Diversity & Inclusivity

Within Breckenridge. In Insurance. The Community.

START FROM WITHIN
Within Breckenridge, our focused diversity and inclusion committee BreckINspire,
seeks insights from within the organization on how to fully live our vision and
builds programming to respond to changing needs. This varies from formal
training initiatives to sharing cultural insights and more. In conjunction with
the committee, all management team members are accountable to efforts
that further diversify the company in their roles and create an environment
where unique individuals are encouraged to speak up, recognized for their
ideas and contributions and valued for challenging conventional norms.
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LEAD BY ACTION
Although the insurance industry continues to evolve, more can be done to
accelerate the positive change needed to reflect the clients and insureds
that we serve. From funding an industry study that unveiled the barriers to
greater diversity in female leadership in the C-Suite, to facilitating enlightened
discussions among peers at trade events, to authoring articles that outline the
urgency for change, our team works to bring attention and action to benefit all.

BENEFITTING YOU
Truly diverse companies not only benefit the growth and success of its team
members, but it is also well documented that the clients of that company
benefit as well. It’s no secret that the varied perspectives of those with
dissimilar backgrounds can help transform ideas into sound decision making.
Although more work is needed across all industries, we’re fully invested in
this as a strategic and moral imperative and we will continue to invest
time, talent and resources to GO FUTHER… TOGETHER.
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GO FURTHER.

for fresh ideas: 855-728-8822
678.322.3535
or gofurther@breckgrp.com • www.breckgrp.com

